SCHOOL PROJET REPORT CENTER REGION

WISE BILINGUAL INSTITUTE MFOU

Background

Name of school: WISE BILINGUAL INSTITUTE MFOU

Location of school: MFOU (NKOLNGUET)

Region: CENTRE

Name of Principal/In charge: MESSINA NJIE EDDIE FRANCK

Number of staff in school: 42

Total number of class rooms: 20

Average number of Desks: 12

Total population of the school (all students/pupils): 196

Total number of Males (student/pupils): 73

Total number of Females (student/pupils): 123

Total number of Handwashing sinks currently available: 05

Total number of running taps: 03

Total number of functional toilets: 04

Donations

Total handwashing stations donated by Value Health Africa: 03

Total number of face masks donated by Value Health Africa: 600

Total number of Hand sanitizers Donated (in mls): 05

Total number of posters donated: 15

Total number of t-shirts donated: 06
Activities carried out

Short paragraph of summary of the visit (time arrived, how you were received, and then how you handed over/to whom and then exited the school.) Take pictures to support the activities.

Appreciation remarks from the principal (brief interview on the use and how they intend to sustain the donations)

We truly appreciate the efforts made today by Value Health Africa. Their gifts are timely considering the efforts private schools have to make to respect WHO measures.

Other needs identified by Value Health Africa Team

- Inadequate water station for the students
- Insufficient trash cans

Pictures

1. Picture of VAHA team and principle with donations by the signpost of the school and or roll up banners.
2. Picture of VAHA team and donations by the sign post of school
3. Picture with students show casing donations (e.g in a class room lifting their masks in the air)
4. Picture of staff and VAHA team -please capture logos and messages on roll up.